In this paper we investigate the merits of replication, and provide methods that search for optimal designs (including replicates), in the context of noisy computer simulation experiments. We first show that replication offers the potential to be beneficial from both design and computational perspectives, in the context of Gaussian process surrogate modeling. We then develop a lookahead based sequential design scheme that can determine if a new run should be at an existing input location (i.e., replicate) or at a new one (explore). When paired with a newly developed heteroskedastic Gaussian process model, our dynamic design scheme facilitates learning of signal and noise relationships which can vary throughout the input space. We show that it does so efficiently, on both computational and statistical grounds. In addition to illustrative synthetic examples, we demonstrate performance on two challenging real-data simulation experiments, from inventory management and epidemiology.
Introduction
Historically, design and analysis of computer experiments focused on deterministic solvers from the physical sciences via Gaussian process (GP) interpolation (e.g., Sacks et al., 1989; Santner et al., 2013) . But nowadays computer modeling is common in the social (e.g., CioffiRevilla, 2014, Chapter 8) and biological (e.g., Johnson, 2008) sciences, where stochastic simulations abound. Noisier simulations necessitate bigger experiments, in order to isolate signal from noise, and more sophisticated GP models-not just adding nuggets to smooth the noise, but variance processes to track changes in noise throughout the input space in the face of heteroskedasticity (e.g., Binois et al., 2016) . In this context there aren't many simple tools: most add to, rather than reduce, modeling and computational complexity.
Replication in the experiment design is an important exception, offering a pure look at noise, not obfuscated by signal. Since usually the signal is of primary interest, a natural question is: How much replication should be performed in the context of simulation experiments? The answer to that question depends on a number of factors. In this paper the focus is on surrogate model prediction accuracy and computational efficiency, and we show that replication can be a great benefit to both, especially for heteroskedastic systems.
There is evidence to support this in the literature. Ankenman et al. (2010) demonstrated how replicates could facilitate signal isolation, via stochastic kriging (SK), and that accuracy could be improved without much extra computation by augmenting existing degrees of replication in stages (also see Liu and Staum, 2010) . Wang and Haaland (2017) showed that replicates have an important role in characterizing sources of inaccuracy in SK. Boukouvalas et al. (2014) demonstrated the value of replication in (Fisher) information metrics, and Plumlee and Tuo (2014) provided asymptotic results favoring replication in quantile regression. Finally, replication has been shown to help in the surrogate-assisted (i.e., Bayesian) optimization of noisy blackbox functions (Horn et al., 2017; Jalali et al., 2017) .
However, none of these studies address what we see as the main decision problem for design of GP surrogates in the face of noisy simulation experiments. That is: how to allocate a set of unique locations, and the degree of replication thereon, to obtain the best fit to the data. That sentiment has been echoed independently in several recent publications (Kleijnen, 2015; Weaver et al., 2016; Jalali et al., 2017; Horn et al., 2017) . The standard approach of allocating a uniform number of replicates leaves plenty of room for improvement. One exception is Chen and Zhou (2014, 2017) who proposed several criteria to explore the replication/exploration trade-off, but only for a finite set of candidate designs.
Here we tackle the issue sequentially, one new design element at a time. We study the conditions under which the new element should be a replicate, or rather explore a new location, under an integrated mean-square prediction error (IMSPE) criterion. We also highlight how replicates offer computational savings in surrogate model fitting and prediction with GPs (Binois et al., 2016) , augmenting those results with fast updates as new data arrives.
1 Inspired by those findings, we develop a new IMSPE-based criterion that offers lookahead over future replicates. This criterion is the first to acknowledge that exploring now offers a new site for replication later, and conversely that replicating first offers the potential to learn a little more (cheaply, in terms of surrogate modeling computation) before committing to a new design location. A key component in solving this sequential decision problem in an efficient manner is a closed form expression for IMSPE, emitting closed form derivatives that facilitate fast numerical optimization.
While our IMSPE criterion corrects for myopia in replication, it is important to note that it is not a full lookahead scheme. Rather, we illustrate that it is biased toward replication: longer lookahead horizons tend to tilt toward more replication in the design. In our experience, full lookahead, even when approximated, is impractical for all but the most expensive simulations. Even the cleverest dynamic programming-like schemes (e.g., Ginsbourger and Le Riche, 2010; Gonzalez et al., 2016; Lam et al., 2016; Huan and Marzouk, 2016 ) require approximation to remain tractable or otherwise only manage to glimpse a few steps into the future despite enormous computational cost. Our more thrifty scheme can easily search out dozens of iterations ahead. That flexibility allows us to treat the horizon as a tuning parameter which can be adjusted, online, to meet design and/or surrogate modeling goals. When simulations are cheap and noisy, we provide an adaptive horizon scheme that favors replicates to keep surrogate modeling costs down; when surrogate modeling costs are less of a concern, we provide a scheme that optimizes out-of-sample RMSE, which might or might not favor longer horizons (i.e., higher replication).
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. First we summarize relevant elements of GPs, sequential design and the computational savings enjoyed through replication in Section 2. Then in Section 3 we detail IMSPE, with emphasis on sequential applications and computational enhancements (e.g., fast GP updating) essential for the tractability of our framework. Section 3.3 discusses our lookahead scheme, while Section 4 provides practical elements for the implementation, including tuning the horizon of the lookahead scheme. Finally, in Section 5 results are presented from several simulation experiments, including illustrative test problems, and real simulations from epidemiology and inventory management, which benefit from disparate design strategies.
Background and proof of concept
Here we introduce relevant surrogate modeling and design elements while at the same time illustrating proof-of-concept for our main methodological contributions. Namely that replication can be valuable computationally, as well as for accuracy in surrogate modeling.
Gaussian process regression with replication
We consider Gaussian process (GP) surrogate models for an unknown function f : D ⊂ R d → R based on noisy observations Y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) at design locations X = (x 1 , . . . , x N ). For simplicity, we assume a zero-mean GP prior, completely specified by covariance kernel k(·, ·), a positive definite function. Many different choices of kernel are possible, while in the computer experiments literature the power exponential and Matérn families are the most common. Often the families are parametererized by unknown quantities-lengthscales, scales, etc., which are inferred from data (see, e.g., Rasmussen and Williams, 2006; Santner et al., 2013) -but for the moment we presume these to be known. We also presume that the noise is zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian with a known variance r(x) = E[Y (x)|f (x)], which may potentially be non-constant. Both of these unrealistic assumptions will be relaxed when we discuss our preferred modeling and inference apparatus in Section 4.1. Altogether, the datagenerating mechanism follows a multivariate normal distribution, Y ∼ N N (0, K N ), where 
It can be shown that µ(x) is a best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) for Y (x) (and f (x)). Although testaments to the high accuracy and attractive uncertainty quantification features abound in the literature, one notable drawback is that when N is large the computational expense of O(N 3 ) due to decomposing K N (e.g., to solve for K −1 N ) can be prohibitive. When the observations y(x) are deterministic (i.e., r(x) = 0), often N can be kept to a manageable size. However when data are noisy, with potentially varying noise level, many samples may be needed to help separate signal from noise. Indeed in our motivating applications, the signal-to-noise ratios can be very low, so even for a relatively small input space, thousands of training observations are necessary. In that context replication can offer significant computational gains. To illustrate that, letx i , i = 1, . . . , n denote the n ≤ N unique input locations, and y (j) i be the j th out of a i ≥ 1 replicates observed atx i , i.e., j = 1, . . . , a i , where
i . Then it can be shown (Binois et al., 2016 ) that predictive equations based on this "unique-n" formulation, which is identical to Eq. (1) except with
, give identical predictions. Compared to the "full-N " formulation, the respective costs are reduced from O(N 3 ) to just O(n 3 ), without any approximations.
Sequential design for GPs
Although there are many criteria for design for GP regression (see, e.g., Pronzato and Müller, 2012) , our focus here is on predictive accuracy via integrated mean-squared prediction error (IMSPE). Fixing X, the IMSPE integrates the "de-noised" posterior variancě σ
Note that although this definition removes r(x), it is still present in K N and therefore affectsσ 2 N (x). Removing r(x) is not required, but since r(x) dx is constant in x 1 , . . . , x n , it simplifies future expressions.
Even in the highly idealized case were all covariance k(·, ·) and noise r(·) relationships are presumed known, one-shot design-i.e., choosing all N locations X at once to minimize (2)-is an extraordinarily difficult task owing to the (N × d)-dimensional search space. Only in very specific cases, such as d = 1 and a exponential kernel (Antognini and Zagoraiou, 2010) , or with the simpler task of allocating N replicates to a fixed set of n unique sites x 1 , . . . ,x n (Ankenman et al., 2010) , is a computationally tractable solution known.
Therefore, we consider here the simpler case of sequential design, building up a big design greedily, one simulation at a time. Note that this means that N grows by 1 after each iteration. While n is also evolving, the precise change is dependent on whether a replicate or a new location is selected. In the generic step, we condition on existing x 1 , . . . , x N locations and optimize IMSPE(x 1 , . . . , x N , x N +1 ) over x N +1 . Recall that the posterior varianceσ N only depends on the geometry of X, i.e., it is independent of the outputs Y and hence we can view the above as minimizing I N +1 (x N +1 ) := IMSPE(x N +1 |x 1 , . . . , x N ). Later we establish specific closed-form expressions both for I N +1 and its gradient which enable fast optimization via library-based numerical schemes. Foreshadowing these developments, and utilizing the calculations detailed therein, we illustrate here the possibility that x N +1 = argmin x I N +1 (x) is a replicate. The conditions under which replication is advantageous, which we describe shortly in Section 3.1, have to our knowledge only been illustrated empirically (Boukouvalas, 2010) , conceptually (e.g., Wang and Haaland (2017) highlight that replication is more beneficial as the signal-to-noise ratio decreases, via upper bounds on the MSPE), or to bolster technical results (e.g., Plumlee and Tuo (2014) demand a sufficient degree of replication to ensure asymptotic efficiency). , with observations at X (five red points). The grey dashed line represents the minimum r(x) that guarantees that replicating is optimal. Right: I N +1 (x) for the two respective r(·). Diamonds highlight minimum values, and red dotted lines the existing designs x 1 , . . . , x 5 .
The left panel of Figure 1 shows two different noise levels, r(x), for a stylized heteroskedastic GP predictor trained at N = 5 locations whose x 1 , . . . , x 5 values are shown as red dots.
The fact that the two r(x) curves coincide at these locations is not material to this discussion. Later in Section 3.1 this feature and a description of the gray-dashed curve will be provided. The right panel in the figure shows the predicted IMSPE, I N +1 (x) = IMSPE(x 1 , . . . , x 5 , x) derived fromσ 2 N calculations using those x 1 , . . . , x 5 values combined with the two r(x) settings. With smaller IMSPE being better, we see that the blue regime calls for x 6 being a replicate (argmin I N +1 (x) = x 2 ), whereas the green regime wants to explore at a new unique location (argmin I N +1 (x) 0.32). Also note that the IMSPE surfaces are multi-modal, which may pose a challenge to numerical optimizers, and that even for the green curve there are replicates (e.g., at x 2 ) with lower IMSPE than some local minima, meaning that augmenting with a cheap discrete search over replicates may be more effective than deploying a multi-start optimization scheme.
Ultimately, we entertain the far more realistic setup of unknown kernel hyperparameters and noise processes. In this context, sequential design to "learn-as-you-go" is essential. We take this approach not simply to avoid pathologies in hyperparameter mis-specification, as discussed in homoskedastic setups (e.g., Seo et al., 2000; Krause and Guestrin, 2007) , but explicitly to gain the flexibility to sample non-uniformly in a manner that can only be adapted after a degree of initial sampling allows a fit of the noise processr(x) to be obtained, and further refined. Our empirical results illustrate that reasonable, yet inaccurate, a priori simplifications such as constant r(x) may-even if for the purposes of design, not subsequent fitting-lead to inferior prediction. Previously such adaptive behavior and nonuniform sampling was only available via more cumbersome fully nonstationary methods, say involving treed partitioning (Gramacy and Lee, 2009 ).
IMSPE through the lens of replication
Over the years several authors (e.g., Ankenman et al., 2010; Anagnostopoulos and Gramacy, 2013; Burnaev and Panov, 2015; Leatherman et al., 2017) have provided closed form expressions for IMSPE (i.e., for the integral in (2)) via variations on the criterion's definition (i.e., versions somewhat different than our preferred version in (2)), or via simplifications to the GP specification or to the argument x 1 , . . . , x N , obtained by constraining the search set. Others have argued in more general contexts that d-dimensional numerical integration, usually via sums over a (potentially random) reference set, is the only viable option in their setting (Seo et al., 2000; Gramacy and Lee, 2009; Gauthier and Pronzato, 2014; Gorodetsky and Marzouk, 2016; Pratola et al., 2017) .
Here we provide a new closed-form expression for the IMSPE which, despite being intimately connected to earlier versions, is quite general and, we think, could replace many of the prevailing numerical schemes. This development uses the "unique-n" representation for efficient calculation under replication, however the analogue "full-N " version is immediate. We then consider an "add one" variation, I N +1 (x) = IMSPE(x|x 1 , . . . , x N ), for efficient calculation in the sequential design setting and derive a condition under which replication is preferred for the next sample. Here we usex for a potential new location, while x N +1 will ultimately be chosen as the best candidate (i.e., minimizing IMSPE overx). Note that if x N +1 turns out to be a replicate, n would not increase.
One important reason to have a closed-form IMSPE is to facilitate the calculation of gradients, also in closed form, to aid in optimization. We provide the first such derivative expressions of which we are aware. Finally, to acknowledge the dual role of replication (to speed calculations and separate signal from noise) we describe two new lookahead IMSPE heuristics for tuning the lookahead horizon in an online fashion, depending on whether speed or accuracy is more important to the application.
IMSPE closed-formed expressions
We start by writing the IMSPE, shorthanded as I N , as an expectation:
with X uniformly sampled in D, and using the linearity of the expectation. Notice that K n depends on the number of replicates per unique design, so this representation includes a tacit dependence on the replication counts a 1 , . . . , a n . Then, as shown in Lemma 3.1, the integration ofσ 2 n over D may be reduced to integrations of the covariance function.
Lemma 3.1. Let W n be an n × n matrix with entries comprising integrals of kernel products
Proof. The first part, involving E, follows simply by definition. For the second part, let z be a random vector of size n with mean m and covariance M. Petersen et al. (2008) provides
Observing that W n = M + mm gives the desired result.
Our interest in the re-characterization in (3) is three-fold. First and foremost, some of the most commonly used kernels emit closed form expressions of E and w(·, ·). In Appendix A we provide w(·, ·) for (i) Gaussian, (ii) Matérn-5/2, (iii) Matérn-3/2, and (iv) Matérn-1/2 families. For those families, we further show that E reduces to their scale hyperparameter. Section 4.1 offers specific forms for the generic expression (3) under our hetGP model. Second, note that even when closed forms are not available, as may arise when the kernel k(X, X) cannot be analytically integrated over D, this formulation may still be advantageous. Numerically integrating k(x, ·) inside W n will likely be far easier than the alternative of integratinǧ σ 2 n , which can be highly multi-modal. Third, we remark that tr(K
where • stands for the Hadamard (i.e., element-wise) product. Once K −1 n and W n are computed, the cost is in O(n 2 ), whereas the naive alternative is O(n 3 ). Now, in sequential application the goal is to choose a new x N +1 by optimizing I N +1 (x) over candidatesx. Fixing the first n unique design elements simplifies calculations substantially if we assume that K −1 n and W n are previously available. In that case, write
with w(x) = (w(x,x i )) 1≤i≤n . The partition inverse equations (Barnett, 1979) give
where
n (x) + r(x) as in (1). Combining those two results together leads to
Both (4-5) only require O(n 2 ) computation. After optimizing the latter part of (5) overx and choosing the best new design x N +1 , one may utilize those inverse equations again to update the GP fit. Although similar identities have been provided in the literature (e.g., Gramacy and Polson, 2011; Chevalier et al., 2014) , the ones we provide here are the first to exploit the thrifty "unique-n" representation, and which tailors to the setting where x N +1 is a replicate, i.e., anx k , for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, versus a new distinctx n+1 location.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose x N +1 =x k . Then the updated predictive mean and variance (increasing N but not n) are given by
, a rank-one matrix.
Proof. By adding a replicate atx k , the only change is to augment a k by one in
. . , 0 has only one non-zero element, residing in position k.
The Sherman-Morrison (i.e., rank-one Woodbury) formula gives
This enables us to write
. From the proof we also see that adding a replicate x N +1 incurs O(n) rather than the usual O(n 2 ) cost.
As a corollary we obtain the following formula for one-step-ahead IMSPE at existing designs I N +1 (x k ) (relying on the fact that W n is unchanged when replicating):
Besides enabling a "quick check" (with cost O(n 2 )) for finding the best replicate, perhaps a more important application of this result is that (7) yields an explicit condition under which replication is optimal.
Proposition 3.1. Given n unique design locationsx 1 , . . . ,x n , replicating is optimal (with respect to I N +1 ) if
Proof. We proceed by comparing I N +1 (x) values whenx is a replicate vis-à-vis a new design. Summarizing our results from above, we have
n (x) + r(x) establishes the desired result. Referring back to Figure 1 , the gray-dashed line in the left panel represents the right hand side of Eq. (8). Thus, any noise surfaces with r(x) above this line will lead to the I N +1 minimizer being a replicate, cf. the blue r(x) case in the figure. Although this illustration involves a heteroskedastic example, the inequality in (8) can also hold in the homoskedastic case. In practice, replication in homoskedastic processes is most often at the edges of the input space, however particular behavior is highly sensitive to the settings of the n design locations, and their degrees of replication, a i .
Gradient expressions
To facilitate the optimization of I N +1 (x) with respect tox, we provide closed-form expressions for its gradient, via partial derivative components. Below the subscript (p) denotes the p-th coordinate of the d-dimensional designx ∈ D. As a starting point, the chain rule gives
To manage the computational costs, we notate below how the partial derivatives are distributed in another application of the partition inverse equations:
and
Similarly for the first term:
since W n does not depend onx. Expressions for c 1 (·) and c 2 (·) may be found in Appendix A, and are specific to the chosen kernel. The expressions above are collected into the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. The p th component of the gradient for sequential ISMPE may be calculated as
Proof. Beginning with Eq. (9), substitute (10) for the partial derivative of K −1 n+1 , and (11) for that of W n+1 . Then, note that
Since no further matrix decompositions are required, note that calculating I N +1 (x) in this way incurs computational costs in O(n 2 ).
Looking ahead over replication
Under certain conditions, sequential design via IMSPE, i.e., greedily minimizing I N +1 to choose x N +1 , can well-approximate a one-shot batch design of size N max because the criterion is monotone supermodular (Das and Kempe, 2008; Krause et al., 2008) . However, these results assume a known kernel hyperparameterization k(·, ·) and constant noise level r(·). In the more realistic case where those quantities must be estimated from data, and potentially with non-constant variance, there is ample evidence in the literature suggesting that sequential design can be much better than a batch design, e.g., based on a poorly-chosen parameterization, and no worse than an idealistic one (Seo et al., 2000; Gramacy and Lee, 2009 ). However, that does not mean that the greedy, myopic, selection is optimal. By taking into account potential future selections in choosing the very next one, it is possible to obtain substantially improved final designs. However, the calculations involved, especially to "look ahead" from early sequential decisions to a far-away horizon N max , require expensive dynamic programming techniques to search an enormous decision space.
Approximating that full search, by limiting the lookahead horizon and/or otherwise reducing the scope of the decision space, has become an active area in Bayesian optimization via expected improvement (Ginsbourger and Le Riche, 2010; Gonzalez et al., 2016; Lam et al., 2016) . Targeting overall accuracy has seen rather less development, the work by Huan and Marzouk (2016) being an important exception. Here we aim to port many of these ideas to our setting of IMSPE optimization, where the nature of our approximation involves a weak bias towards replication which we have shown can be doubly beneficial in design.
The essential decision boils down to either choosing an x N +1 to explore, i.e., a new design elementx n+1 , or choosing to replicate with x N +1 taken to be somex k , for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. However, rather than directly minimizing (5) or (7), respectively, we perform a "rollout" lookahead procedure similar to Lam et al. (2016) in order to explore the impact of those choices on a limited space of future design decisions. The updating equations in the previous subsections make this tractable.
In particular we consider a horizon h ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} determining the number of design iterations to look ahead, with h = 0 representing ordinary (myopic) IMSPE search. Although larger values of h involve considering the landscape of future sequential design decisions, the goal (for any h) is simply to determine what to do now. To do so, we evaluate a total of h + 1 "decision paths" which consider alternatives between exploring sooner and replicating later, or vice versa. During each iteration along a given path, either (5) or (7) (but not simultaneously) is taken up as the hypothetical action. On the first iteration, if a new x n+1 is chosen by optimizing Eq. (5), that location (along with the existingx 1 , . . . ,x n ) are considered as candidates for future replication over the remaining h lookahead iterations (when h ≥ 1). If instead a replicate is chosen in the first iteration, the lookahead recursively searches over the choice of which of the remaining h iterations will pick a newx n+1 , with the others optimizing over replicates. This recursion is resolved by moving to the second iteration and again splitting the decision path into the choice between replicate-explore-replicate-... and replicate-replicate-..., etc. After recursively optimizing up to horizon h along the h + 1 paths, the ultimate IMSPE for the respective hypothetical design with size N + 1 + h is computed, and the decision path yielding the smallest IMSPE is noted. Finally, the next x N +1 is a new location if the explore-first path was optimal, and is a replicate otherwise.
A diagram depicting the decision space is shown in Figure 2 . In this example we attempt to augment the design from Figure 3 using h = 3. The best path, namely the one yielding the lowest IMSPE at the horizon, involves here replicating three times (adding copies of design elements 6, 5, and 7 respectively), with exploration at x n+4 = 0.175 in the final stage. Consequently, using the outlined rule, replication is preferred over exploration and the next
x n+2 = 0.205 (93992)
Figure 2: Lookahead strategy for h = 3, starting with n unique designs. Each white ellipse is a state, with a specific training set. Black arrows represent the action of adding the best replicate, red arrows represent adding the best new design. This example considers augmenting the design for the example shown in Figure 3 . Numbers in parenthesis indicates the IMSPE at each stage (values have been multiplied by 10 8 ).
design element will be a replicate, duplicatingx 6 . The figure also illustrates that the cost of searching for the best replicate over adding a new design element involves at most h+1 global optimizations of Eq. (5), using the gradient. Although (h + 1)(h + 2)/2 − 1 discrete searches over (7) are required, the diagram indicates that (h + 1) searches of mixed continuous and discrete type may be performed in parallel if so desired. In practice, global optimization with a budget of at least the same order as n is an order of magnitude more expensive than looking for the best replicate. In this scheme the horizon, h, determines the extent to which replicates are entertained in the lookahead, and therefore larger h somewhat inflates the likelihood of replication. Indeed, as h grows, there are more and more decision paths that delay exploration to a later iteration; if any of them yield a smaller IMSPE than the explore-first path, the immediate action is to replicate. However, note that although larger h allows more replication before committing to a new, uniquex n+1 , it also magnifies the value of anx n+1 chosen in the first iteration, as it could potentially accrue its own replicates in subsequent rollout iterations. Therefore, although we do find in practice that larger h leads to more replication in the final design, this association is weak. Indeed, we frequently encounter situations where exploration is (temporarily) preferred for arbitrarily large horizons.
Modeling, inference and implementation
Here we consider inference and implementation details, in particular for heteroskedastic GP modeling, i.e., learning the noise process r(·). Our presumption is that little is known about the noise level, however it is worth noting that this assumption may not be well aligned to some data-generating mechanisms, e.g., data arising from Monte Carlo simulations with known convergence rates (Picheny and Ginsbourger, 2013) . After reviewing a promising new framework called hetGP, we provide extensions facilitating fast sequential updating of that predictor and its (hyper-) parameterization. We conclude the section with schemes for adjusting the lookahead horizon introduced in Section 3.3.
Heteroskedastic modeling
One way of dealing with heteroskedasticity in GP regression is to use empirical estimates of the variance as in SK (Ankenman et al., 2010) , described briefly in Section 2. Although this has the downside of requiring a minimum amount of replication, the calculations are straightforward and computations are thrifty. However, sequential design requires predicting the variance at new locations, and to accommodate that within SK Ankenman et al. recommend fitting a second, independent, GP forr(x) to smooth the empirical variances.
An alternative is to model the (log) variance as a latent process, jointly with the original "mean process" (Goldberg et al., 1998; Kersting et al., 2007) . However these methods can be computationally cumbersome, and are not tailored to leverage the computational savings that come with replication. Here we rely on the hybrid approach detailed by Binois et al. (2016) , leveraging replication and learning the latent log-variance GP based on a joint loglikelihood with the mean GP. We offer the following by way of a brief review.
For common choices of stationary kernel k(x, x ) = νc(x − x ), the covariance matrix for the "mean GP" may be characterized as K n = ν(C n + Λ n ) with C n = (c(x i −x j )) 1≤i,j≤n ; and for the "noise GP" we take the analog log
is the equivalent of C n for the second GP with kernel k (g) . That is, log Λ n is the prediction given by a GP based on latent variables ∆ n = (δ 1 , . . . , δ n ) that can be learned as additional parameters, alongside hyperparameters of k (g) and nugget g.
Based on this representation, the MLE of ν iŝ
with s
2 whereas the rest of the parameters and hyperparameters can be optimized based on the concentrated joint log-likelihood:
Closed form derivatives are given in Binois et al. (2016) , while an R (R Core Team, 2017) package with embedded C++ subroutines is available as hetGP on CRAN.
Notice that for stationary kernels, the Eq. (3) reduces to IMSPE(x 1 , . . . ,
. Also, the gradient of I N +1 (x) from (5) involves ∂r(x)/∂x (p) , which for hetGP reduces to
Sequential heteroskedastic modeling
Optimizing IMSPE with lookahead over replication [Section 3.3] is only practical if the hetGP model can be updated efficiently when new simulations are performed. Two different update schemes are necessary: one for potential new designs, considered during the process of evaluating alternatives under the criteria [Eqs. (5)- (7)]; and another for the actual update with new simulation y(x N +1 ). When looking-ahead no new y-value is entertained, so hyperparameters of both GPs stay fixed and only the latents may need to be augmented. Updating K n follows (4) or (6), depending on whether the candidatex is new or a replicate. In the latter case, only A n is updated for the "noise GP". Conversely, if a new location is added, an estimate of r(x n+1 ) is required, which can come from the noise GP via exponentiating the usual GP predictive equations. That is, the new latent δ n+1 is taken as the predicted value by the noise GP.
The second update scheme-using the y(x N +1 ) observation-will require updating all the GPs' hyperparameters (including latents). Optimizing all hyperparameters of our heteroskedastic GP model is a potentially costly O(n 3 ) procedure. Instead of starting from scratch, a warm start of the MLE optimization is performed. Where they exist, previous values can be re-used as starting values, leaving only the latentδ at the newest design point, that isδ = δ n+1 for a new location orδ = δ k for a replicate, requiring special attention.
As in the first case,δ may be initialized at its predicted value. But taking into account the new y(x N +1 ) makes it possible to combine information from the latent noise GP with results from empirical estimation of the log-variances. Kamiński (2015) explores this for updating SK models when new observations are added-a special case of the typical GP update formulas. The resulting combination of two predictions is via the geometric mean and can be summarized by the Gaussian N (δ, Vδ) with
) are the prediction from the noise GP 2 whileδ is the empirical estimate of the log variance at x N +1 , itself with variance Vδ. We takeσ
2 , i.e., the uncorrected sample variance estimator that exists even forã = 1, i.e., the number of observations at x N +1 . Supposing that the y (j) (x N +1 )'s are i.i.d. Gaussian, we haveãσ 2 /σ 2 ∼ χ 2 a . Accounting for the log-transformation, as in Boukouvalas (2010), we getδ = log(σ 2 ) − Ψ((ã)/2) − log(2) + log(ã) and Vδ = Ψ 2 (ã/2) with Ψ and Ψ 2 the digamma and trigamma functions.
Finally, the quick updates described above are predicated on improving local searches, and are thus not guaranteed to globally optimize the likelihood, which is always a challenge in MLE settings. The risk of becoming trapped in an inferior local mode is greater at earlier stages in the sequential design, i.e., when n is small. In practice, we find it beneficial to periodically restart the optimization with conservative (potentially random) initializations, which is cheap in that (small n) setting. As n increases, and the likelihood becomes more peaked, we find that costly restarts are of limited practical value. Local refinements, as described above, are fast and reliable.
Defining the horizon
Although the horizon h in the lookahead criteria in Section 3.3 could be fixed arbitrarily, or chosen based on computational considerations (smaller being faster), here we propose two heuristics to set it adaptively based on design goals. The adaptiveness means that h ≡ h N is now indexed by the current design size.
The first heuristic involves managing surrogate modeling costs, targeting a fixed ratio ρ = n/N of unique to full design size. The goal is to ensure that each new unique location is, "worth its weight" in replicates from a computational perspective. The choice of n/N is arbitrary -other targets will do-but we focus on this particular one because its magnitude is easy to intuit. The Target heuristic we use to "maintain ρ" as sequential design steps progress is as simple as it is effective:
if n/N > ρ and a new pointx n+1 is chosen; max{h N − 1, −1} if n/N < ρ and a replicate is chosen; h N otherwise.
2 To avoid predictive variances close to zero for replicates, i.e.,δ = δ k , such that σ 2 (g) (x N +1 ) ≈ 0 (g should be small), the variance is given by the "downdated" GP instead (i.e., the predicted variance if removing the replicated design), that are usually used for Leave-One-Out estimations and can be found, e.g., in Bachoc
If the current ratio is too high and a new pointx n+1 was recently added, making the ratio even higher, the horizon is increased to encourage future replication. If rather a replicate has been added while the current ratio was too low, then the horizon is decreased, encouraging exploration. Otherwise the evolution is on the right trajectory and the horizon is unchanged. Observe that (13) allows a horizon of −1, which is described shortly.
To implement the continuous search (5), we deploy a limited multistart scheme over optim searches in R with method="lbfgsb" and closed form gradients (12). In parallel, a discrete search overx 1 , . . . ,x n is carried out via (7). The two solutions thus obtained are compared against thresholds, and if thex found via continuous search (or its relative objective value) is within (say) ε = 10 −6 of that of the bestx k * , the replicate is preferred on computational grounds. The horizon h N = −1 is an exception, adding a newx no matter how close it is to the replicate candidate. Thus, h ≡ −1 can be roughly thought of as incrementing n by 1 along with N at each iteration; in practice it still occasionally generates replicates, primarily at the corners of the input space, if the corresponding multistart scheme determines that the I N +1 -minimizer lies at the boundary of D. On the other hand, h ≡ 0 obtains many replicates due to thresholding, which yields a "soft" clustering mechanism for (x 1 , . . . ,x n ). Indeed, every iteration where we have a situation resembling Figure 1 , the h = 0 rule will select a replicate and not increment n. In contrast, h = −1 will only "stumble" into a replicate if the optimizer finds a global minimum at the edge of the domain. It does not explicitly entertain replicates via (7).
Our empirical work [Section 5] illustrates how horizon targeting effectively managing computational costs. Although at times the horizon h N can reach quite high values (upwards of h N = 20), the computational cost of search is negligible compared to updating the GP fits. Meanwhile high horizons represent a "light touch" preference for replication: they do not preclude exploration, rather they somewhat discourage it. Thus, while the ultimate number of unique locations n is dependent on the entire history of the simulations, and hence comes with a sampling distribution, the corresponding search heuristic is much simpler than one that would impose a hard constraint on the final n.
When accuracy is the ultimate goal we prefer a different adaptation of h, making a more explicit link between ρ and the signal-to-noise ratio in the data. In linear regression contexts, one way to deal with heterogeneity is to allocate replications on unique designs such that the ratio of the empirical variance over number of replicates are close to each other, i.e., to enforce homogeneity ofσ 2 i /a i (Kleijnen, 2015) . This approach captures the basic idea that more replicates are needed in regions where r(x) is high, but applicability to our setup is not direct because such a scheme does not factor in correlations estimated by GPs. Ankenman et al. (2010) address this within SK by considering the allocation of the remaining budget of evaluations over existing designs, i.e., to determine where to augment with additional replicates. In particular, they show that the optimal allocation of the N simulations across n unique designs is summarized by A * n , a diagonal matrix with components
We emphasize that (14) only addresses the replication aspect-the designsx 1 , . . . ,x n must be entered a priori by the user. Thus, this recipe is not directly implementable in a sequential design setting. One solution could be to generate (e.g., by space-filling) a candidate design of pre-determined size n and r replicates per design and then, after learning K n and r(x i )'s, apply (14). However, in that case one may end up with a * i < r, as is the case in Figure  3 . This illustrative 1d example highlights that in areas with low noise, a lower number of replicates would have been better, while in more noisy areas, more points are necessary. The right panel shows the a * i at this stage (referred to as batch) compared to the greedy sequential allocation of 105 replicates. The latter is more realistic because it acknowledges that design decisions cannot be undone 3 . Instead of such two-stage design, we utilize (14) in a sequential fashion, by making a comparison between the allocation a * i via (14) (employing the current estimates of the noise r(x) at that particular stage) and the actual a i 's collected so far from the sequential design. The existing number of replicates a i is then either too high, in which case no more replicates should be added, or too low, and could benefit from more replication. We use this information in the Adapt scheme to adjust the horizon by sampling h N +1 ∼ Unif{a 1 , . . . , a n } with a i := max(0, a * i − a i ).
Hence, if there are locations that require many more replicates according to (14) , h N +1 could be large to encourage replication.
Experiments
Here we illustrate our methods and simpler variants on a suite of examples spanning synthetic and real data from computer simulation experiments. Our main metric is out-of-sample root mean-square (prediction) error (RMSE) over the sequential design iterations, and in particular after the final iteration. Since accurate estimation of variances over the input space is also an important consideration (especially in the heteroskedastic context)-even though our IMSPE criteria does not explicitly target learning variances-we consider RMSE to the true log variance, when it is known, and when it is not we use a proper scoring rule (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007, Eq. (27) ) combining mean and variance forecasts out-ofsample. Our main comparators are non-sequential (space-filling) designs, homoskedastic GP predictors, and combinations thereof.
Illustrative 1d example
We start by reusing the 1d toy example from above [surrounding Figure 2 and 3] to show qualitatively the effect of the horizon choice on the resulting designs. The underlying function is f (x) = (6x − 2) 2 sin(12x − 4), from Forrester et al. (2008) , and the noise function is r(x) = 1.1 + sin(2πx). The experiment starts with an initial maximin LHS design with 10 points, no replicates, and the GPs use a Gaussian kernel. Results are presented in Figure 4 for a total budget of N max = 500. Each panel in the figure corresponds to a different look-ahead horizon h, with the final two involving Adaptive and Target schemes. There are several noteworthy observations. Notice that as the horizon is increased, more replicates are added. See ρ = n/N reported in the main title of each panel.
The design density is greatest in the high variance parts of the space, and that density is increasingly replaced by replication when the horizon is increased. The effect is most drastic from h = −1 to h = 0, with the ratio of unique designs over total designs dropping by more than half without impact on performance. Notice that replicates are added even with h = −1, at the extremities of the space. Results with high horizons and Adapt and Target schemes end up having both fewer unique designs and a higher accuracy. The very best RMSE results are provided by h = 4 and the Adapt (15) scheme. In the latter case just 60 unique locations are used (ρ = 0.12), with some designs replicated as many as thirty times.
Synthetic simulation experiment
Here we expand previous 1-d illustrative example by exploring variation over data-generating mechanisms via Monte Carlo (MC) with input space x ∈ [0, 1]. Using the hyperparameter setting outlined in Section 4.1, we consider a process with noise structure Λ n sampled as log Λ n ∼ GP(0, ν g C (g) ), where C (g) is stationary with Matérn 5/2 kernel k (g) . Then observations are drawn via Y |Λ n ∼ GP(0, K n ), where K n = ν(C n + Λ n ) and C n is again Matérn 5/2. We set θ = 0.1, and ν = 1 for the mean GP, and θ (g) = 0.5 and ν (g) = 7
2 for the noise GP. To manage the MC variance between runs we normalized the Λ n -values thus obtained so that the average signal-to-noise ratio was one.
We considered a budget of N = 200 and studied various strategies for design-comparing one-shot space-filling designs without or with replication to sequential designs with a lookahead horizon of h = 0-and for modeling, testing both homoskedastic and heteroskedastic GPs. These are enumerated as follows: (i) homoskedastic GP without replication using an n = 200 grid design; (ii) hetGP without replication, again with an n = 200 grid; (iii) hetGP with one-shot space-filling design with random replication on an n = 40 grid with random a i ∈ {1, . . . , 10}; (iv) sequential learning and design using a homoskedastic GP initialized with a single-replicate n = 40 grid, iterating until N = 200; and (v) sequential learning and design using hetGP initialized with a single-replicate n = 40 grid, iterating until N = 200.RMSE for signalScoreFigure 5 summarizes the results from one thousand MC replicates, illustrating the subtle balance between replication and exploration. As can be seen in the left panel, our proposed sequential hetGP performs the best in terms of out-of-sample RMSE. To investigate the statistical significance of RMSE differences we conducted one-sided matched Wilcoxon signed-rank tests of adjacent performers (better v. next-best) with the order based on median RMSE. The corresponding p-values are 4.80×10 −24 , 9.66×10 −26 , 0.0956 and 2.66×10 −12 . For example, the test involving our best method, hetGP with sequential design, versus the second best, hetGP with random replication, suggests that the former significantly out-performs the latter. Since our IMSPE design criteria emphasized mean-squared prediction error, it is refreshing that our proposed method wins (significantly) on that metric. The only such comparison which did not "reject the null at the 5% level" involved pitting sequential versus uniform design with a homoskedastic GP. The value of proceeding sequentially is much diminished without the capability to learn a differential noise level.
The center and right panels of the figure show that other design variations may be preferred for other performance metrics. Observe that one-shot space-filling design with random replication using hetGP wins when using proper scores. Apparently, random replication yields better estimates of predictive variance when comparing to the truth. See the right panel. Space-filling and uniform replication are easily achieved in this one-dimensional case, but may not port well to higher dimension as our later, more realistic, examples show. Our sequential hetGP, coming in second here on score and log noise RMSE, offers more robustness as the input dimension increases.
SIR
Our first real example deals with estimating the future number of infecteds in a stochastic Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) epidemic model. This is a standard model for costbenefit analysis of public health interventions related to communicable diseases, such as influenza or dengue. For our purposes we treat it as a 2d input space indexed by the count I 0 ∈ N of initial infecteds and S 0 ∈ N of initial susceptibles (the total population size M ≥ I 0 + S 0 is pre-fixed; the rest of the population is viewed as immune to the disease). The pair (I t , S t ) ∈ {S + I ≤ M } evolves as a continuous-time Markov chain (easily simulated) following certain non-linear (hence analytically intractable) transition rates, until eventually I t = 0 and the epidemic dies out. The response f (S, I) is the expected aggregate number of infected-days, ∞ 0 I t dt averaged across the Markov chain trajectories; determining f (S, I) is a first step towards constructing adaptive epidemic response policies. It is important to note that the signal-to-noise ratio is varying drastically over D, with a zero variance at I = 0 (where Y ≡ 0) and up to r(x) ≈ 90 2 on the left part of the domain, in the critical region where the stochasticity in infections leads to either a quick burn-out in infecteds or a rapid infection of a significant population fraction.
Whereas Binois et al. (2016) considered static space-filling designs with random numbers of replicates, with a favorable comparison to SK, here we focus on aspects of sequential design, in particular the effect of horizon h in the IMSPE with lookahead over replication. We perform a Monte Carlo experiment wherein designs are initialized with n = N = 10 unique design locations (just one observation each), and grown to size N = 500 over sequential design iterations, disregarding how many unique locations n are chosen along the way. A Matérn kernel with ν = 5/2 is used. The experiment is repeated 30 times and averages of various statistics are reported in Figures 6, 7 and Table 1 based on a testing set placed on a dense grid with a thousand replications each. In Figure 6 , the results in terms of RMSEs and score are presented. While the RMSEs are barely distinguishable, the scores exhibit more spread, and the best results are obtained by the methods leaning the most toward replication (i.e., h = 4 and Target scheme). Since the signal-to-noise ratio is low in some parts of the input space, replication is beneficial in terms of RMSE and score. One reason for the RMSEs not to be very different between the alternatives is that the underlying function is very smooth. However, the variance surface is more challenging, such that having more replicates is helpful in this case, as highlighted by the differences in score, shown in the final panel of Figure 6 . Moving on to Figure 7 , the left and center panels show the ratio of unique locations over the total design size: n/N . As expected, as the horizon h increases, more replicates are selected. In turn, this lowers the computation time, as reported in Table 1 . In particular, observe that the computational cost of looking ahead is negligible next to the cost saved by having smaller n relative to N . The final panel in Figure 7 shows how the horizon h evolves when fixing a Target ratio of ρ = 0.2 in (13), i.e., an average of 5 replicates per unique Figure 8 provides a visual indication of the density of design throughout the input space for varying horizon or adaptive scheme. As expected, in all panels the density of inputs in the design is higher in high variance parts of the input space. The numbers in the plot indicate the numbers of replicates a i . Observe that low-horizon heuristics result in mostly a i = 1, whereas for the longer horizons clusters of tightly grouped unique locations are replaced with replicates. Table 1 demonstrates that this feature is consistent over MC repetitions. Thus, our heuristic is adept at capturing the basic logic of amalgamating singleton design locations into replicates, which apparently maintains essentially the same statistical efficiency while reducing computational overhead by a factor of more than 3.
Assemble to order
The assemble to order (ATO) simulation, first introduced by Hong and Nelson (2006) with implementation in MATLAB later provided by Xie et al. (2012) , comes from inventory management. The inputs determine stocks and replenishment schedules for key items in assembled products, and the simulator estimates revenue by combining inventory costs with profits obtained from orders which come in following a compound Poisson random process. Binois et al. (2016) showed the benefit of heteroskedastic modeling, versus several homoskedastic alternatives, on random space-filling designs with n = 1000 unique locations with a random number of replications (uniform in 1, . . . , 10) so that the average full data size was N = 5000. Here, one of our aims is to illustrate that by building a better design (sequentially), a much lower N is possible without sacrificing accuracy. Binois et al. used a proper scoring rule (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007, Eq. (27) ) as their main metric. Since our IMSPE criterion targets accuracy via squared-error loss we report RMSEs, but include scores to facilitate comparison to those space-filling designs. The best average score reported in Figure 2 of that paper was 3.3, with a min and max of 2.8 and 3.6 respectively.
Similar to the SIR experiment, we perform the following variations on sequential IMSPE design, varying the horizon, h, of lookahead and offering the two adaptive horizon schemes outlined in Section 3.3. We initialize with n = 100 unique space-filling locations and a random number of replicates, uniform in {1, . . . , 10} so that the starting size is N = 500 on average. Subsequently, sequential design iterations are performed until N = 2000 total samples are gathered, irregardless of how many unique locations, n, result. The experiment is repeated in a Monte Carlo fashion, with thirty repeats. of the experiment in a format similar to Figure 6 . The take-home message is fairly evident: in contrast to the SIR example, shorter lookahead horizon is better, owing to the relatively higher signal-to-noise ratio. Observe that our average score is 3.5, and the min and max are 2.4 and 3.7 respectively. So scores based on just N = 2000 samples are higher than in the space-filling N = 5000 experiment, however the spread is a little wider. Finally, note that the Adapt heuristic (15) eventually performs as well as the best horizon (h = −1). Targeting ρ = 0.2 via (13), by contrast, leads to far too little exploration. The Adapt scheme required an average of 682 minutes to build up to a design of size N = 2000 with an average of n = 1086 unique sites (min and max of 465 and 1211 respectively), whereas Target took only 183 minutes thanks to using n = 400 locations on average (399 to 405).
Conclusion and perspectives
This paper addresses a design question which has been around the surrogate modeling literature, and informally in the community, for many years. There is general agreement that the "fully batched" version of the problem, of finding n locations and numbers of replicates a 1 , . . . , a n on each, is not computationally tractable, although there are some attempts in the recent literature. We therefore consider the simpler task of deciding whether the next sample should explore or replicate in a sequential design context. The condition we derive is simple to express, and leads to an intuitive suite of visualizations. Proceeding sequentially has merits, not only computationally but also facilitating "as you go" adjustments to help avoid pathologies arising from feedbacks between design and inference. However the procedure is still myopic. To help correct this we introduced a computationally tractable lookahead scheme that emphasizes the role of replication in design. Tuning the horizon of that scheme allows the user to trade off the dual roles of replication in surrogate modeling design: computational thriftiness of inference against out-of-sample accuracy, although as we show these are not always at odds. Our presentation focused on integrated mean-squared prediction error (IMSPE) as the design criterion. In part we chose IMSPE because it is popular, but also because it emits nice closed forms for many aspects of our methodology including derivatives for optimization, updating equations for search over lookhead horizons, and simplifications for entertaining replicates. There is, of course, a vast literature on model-based design criteria (see e.g., (e.g., Chen and Zhou, 2017; Kleijnen, 2015) targeting various quantities of interest, such as entropy or information for unknown model parameters. Although designs for prediction and estimation sometimes coincide, like for linear regression, the correlation structure for GPs can be a game-changer . It may well be that other criteria emit results similar to ones we provide here, which may be an interesting avenue for future research.
Our implementation and empirical work leveraged a new heteroskedastic Gaussian process modeling library called hetGP, available for R on CRAN Binois and Gramacy (2017) . Our IMSPE, updates, lookahead procedures, and more are provided in a recently updated version of the package. To aid in reproducibility, our supplementary material contains codes using that library to reproduce the smaller examples from the paper [ Figures 3-5] . The other examples require rather more computing, and/or linking between R and MATLAB for simulation [ATO] , which somewhat challenges ease of replication. However, we are happy to provide those codes upon request.
Processes (i.e., data generating mechanisms) benefiting from a heteroskedastic feature bring out the best in our sequential design schemes, demanding a greater degree of replication in high-noise regions relative to low-noise ones, confirming the intuition that replication becomes more valuable for separating signal from noise as the data get noisier, also backedup by Wang and Haaland (2017) . However, the results we provide are just as valid in the homoskedastic setting, albeit with somewhat less flair. In that context, inferring the right level of replication is a global affair, except perhaps at the edges of the input space which tend to prefer a slightly higher degree.
Our three sets of examples illustrated that the method both does what it is designed to do, and that designs with the right trade-off between exploration and replication perform better than ones which are designed more naïvely. These examples span a range of features, from low to high noise (and slow to rapid change in noise), low to moderate input dimension, and synthetic to real simulation experiments. The behavior is diverse but the results are consistent: sequential design with lookahead-based IMSPE leads to accurate prediction, and the slight bias toward replication yields computationally more thrifty predictors without a compromise on accuracy. However, sequential design might not always be appropriate. Sometimes batching, at least to a small degree, cannot be avoided. Addressing this situation represents an exciting avenue for further research.
with erf the error function. In addition:
and, for the vector c 1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
